
Red Giant’s Universe 
by L. Davenport 

The Red Giant Universe is a community that has a library of effects and transitions for professional editors, visual effects, and mo-
tion graphics designers. These effects and transitions work in applications like Final Cut Pro X, Motion, After Effects, and Pre-
miere Pro. I will be using/testing it with Final Cut Pro X. 

The Universe Library 
The Universe library of effects and transitions is continuously growing, with new effects and transitions being added on a regular 

basis. Plus the existing tools are periodically updated - based on user feedback. 
The Universe tools are GPU accelerated which gives you near real-time feedback and rendering. 
There are two sets of tools (currently totaling 89) available - a free set and a Premium (paid) set. There are several purchasing options 

that you can choose from - more about that later. The screenshot to the right shows the plug-ins and transitions that are currently 
available for both the free (top group) and premium (bottom group) version. It even points out the new plug-ins so you can 
check them out and then start using them. BTW: Go to the Red Giant Online User Guide to see an overview of what each plug-
in or transition does.  
The free set of tools are watermark-free and will continue to 

work even after the Premium trial period is over. After the trial 
period, the Premium Tools will render with a big “X” water-
mark if you choose not to purchase a Premium membership 
plan. 
The Universe tools are accessed via the Red Giant Link pro-

gram (Red Giant’s download/installation tool). When you first 
install the Link, you are given the option to take all of the Uni-
verse tools (free and paid) for a test-run. Then after the trial 
period, you can either drop down to only using the free tools, 
or pay for the Premium tools.  

Periodically throughout the year (approximately every 6 
weeks), Red Giant will add new effects and transitions to the 
Universe package. You are given the option to manually look 
for these or have the Red Giant Link automatically download 
and install them in your video editor when they become avail-
able. 
The Universe tools are purported to be consistent between 

host apps, and you can apply presets between projects and 
apps. The Universe environment will let you use the same effect 
across Mac OS X and Windows and in any of the host apps. 

Effects & Transitions quality 
According to Red Giant: “We’re delivering all effects at the 

highest quality possible. Using our render engine for tasks like 
motion blur, multi-sampling and anti-aliasing, yields better 
results than in the host app if you manually put the effect to-
gether. You also get better color depth in many cases because all 
Universe plugins render in 32-bit float or trillions of colors 
output. Our engine is floating-point capable, which means you 
will see the smoothest output possible in all host apps” 

Tool Types (From both the Free and Premium versions) 
• Blurs: You can apply various soft focus effects, blend layers 

together for compositing, and make seamless blur transitions. 
This screenshot shows all of the currently available free and Premium 

Universe effects and transitions.

http://www.redgiant.com/docs/doc-on/universe/pluginoverview.php


The Radial, Streak, and Zoom blurs can be used to create interesting movement 
within your frame. There’s even an interesting Hyperbolic Blur that blurs the 
image into four curves meeting at an adjustable point. Go to the Blur Product 
Page to see blur examples. 

• Distort: Normally you want rock-solid, unmoving footage. But if that’s not 
what you want, you can add a Camera Shake to your footage, plus add Ellipti-
cal, Fisheye, Ripples, Chromatic Aberration, Picture-in-Picture, etc distortions 
to your video. Distort Produce Page 

• Glow & Light: There are five unique glow tools plus a wide variety of light ef-
fects and lens tools (from the Universe Knoll Light Factory EZ plug-in). Glow 
Product Page, Knoll Light Factory EZ Product Page 

• Generators: There are free generators for creating color gradients (ramps), loop-
ing backgrounds, a fixed checker board pattern and two-color grid generator. 
Generators Product Page 

• Noise: The noise tools can be used 
to add static to footage for a gritty 
feel or soften computer generated 
animation (ultra smooth surfaces 
are a dead give away that some-
thing is computer generated). 
Noise Product Page 

• Transitions: The Universe comes 
with quite a few transitions, such 
as Black hole, Fade in/out, Venet-
ian, Cube, Blinds, Rubics Cube, 
Inside Cube, etc.  The free Transi-
tions Product Page & Premium Transitions Product Page 

• Holomatrix: This is a set of tools for generating holographic imagery, as seen in Star Wars and many other sci-fi films. It can 
also be used for simulating ghostly images and bad televisions reception. Holomatrix Product Page 

• Retrograde: This simulated the 8mm and 16mm film-stocks. Retrograde Product Page 
• Glitch: This simulates the look of compressed video that has glitching like seen over poor Internet connections, corrupt data 

streams, bad video encoding, etc. Glitch Product Page 
• Toonit: Toonit comes with eight different plug-ins that you can used to give your footage a cartoon look. Toonit Product Page 
• VHS: This will give your footage a grainy look that simulates the old VHS tape quality. 
• Texturize: You can give your footage a grungy textured look by using one of the 16 available grunge texture types. 
• CrumplePop: This set of nine tools help you do things like: improve the image quality of DST footage, add grain to your 

footage, create Noir lighting effects, add lens flares and light leaks, or split your screen into multiple views (using the SplitScreen 
tools). These split screens can be used for side by side 
comparisons, Picture in Picture views, etc. There is a 

The pictures on the right show only a few of the available Knoll Light Factory EZ light effects and 
lens tools that come with Red Giant’s Universe. I used one to simulate  sun on a starry background.

The Glimmer effect can give your images an otherworldly or 
magical appearance.

The Carousel effect gives your video the classic look of 
vintage color cross-processed film fading and vignettes.
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Frame Scale control that lets you shrink or expand the footage so that it can fit inside 
your custom shape. 

• Utilities: Convert your color space and switch out your gamma, Compare Frames, and 
Fill Alpha. Utilites Product Page 
Since there are nearly 90 effects and transitions that come with the Universe membership, 

the limited space in this newsletter won’t let me cover all of them. But the previous list 
should be enough to give you an idea on what is available. But if you would like to see de-
scriptions and examples of all of the effects and transitions, click on this weblink: All avail-
able effects & Transitions. 

Universe Community 
Why is it called a community? It’s because members can go to the “Universe Labs” and 

vote on which tool to develop next. Premium members are also eligible for access to early 
betas, helping Red Giant choose what features to add or improve in a new tool.  

                                                   The Skinny 
Evaluation: Red Giant Universe is a nice set of tools that I find very helpful in my video projects, plus I like being able to vote on 
which tool they should work on next. In my opinion, if you have video projects that will take you years to complete, the lifetime 
membership is the best way to go. Pay once, use it forever. 

I think Red Giant is very generous in letting users keep the free set of tools even if they don’t purchase the Premium subscrip-
tion. 

Requires:  
• Operating Systems: OS X 10.8.5 - 10.10.3; Windows 7 64-bit Home or Professional & Windows 8  
• Host: Final Cut Pro X, Premiere Pro CS 6 and later, After Effects CS5.5 and later, Motion 5.0.4 and later, Sony Vegas 11 and 

12, and DaVinci Resolve 11.1, and HitFilm Pro 3 and up. 
• VRAM size requirements: A minimum of 256MB is required and for better performance we recommend 512MB. It is not 

recommended to use video cards with less than 256MB as you may encounter render issues or a loss of performance. 
• Graphics Card: Red Giant Universe requires a GPU to render. The minimum GPU is an Intel HD 3000 integrated graphics 

chip. For best Universe performance, please read the FAQ web page for recommendations on GPU cards. 

Company: Red Giant LLC 

Price:  
• Free forever (some of the tools) 
• Premium Monthly membership: $10 a month  
• Premium Yearly membership: $99 a year (that’s 20% off the monthly cost)  
• Premium Lifetime membership that never expires: $399 

Available 30 day trial 

Holomatrix will generate Sci-Fi 

You can use the SplitScreen tools to bring multiple shots together in various compositions, side by side comparisons, Picture in 
Picture views, etc.
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